Tennis Match Results
Wofford vs Charlotte
4/13/2019 at Charlotte, N.C.
(Lifetime Fitness)

Charlotte 4, Wofford 0

**Singles competition**
1. Luca Keist (CHA) def. Julian Chousa (WOF) 6-3, 6-1
2. Ignasi de Rueda (CHA) def. Omar Williams (WOF) 6-2, 7-5
3. C. Christoforou (CHA) vs. Edu Villar (WOF) 3-6, 2-3, unfinished
4. Benjamin Wayand (CHA) vs. Lucas Cerbelli (WOF) 7-5, 3-0, unfinished
5. Oliver Sec (CHA) vs. Javi Casasolas (WOF) 6-2, 4-5, unfinished
6. A. Garcia Moreno (CHA) def. Diego Losada (WOF) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. #32 Luca Keist/C. Christoforou (CHA) def. Omar Williams/Julian Chousa (WOF) 7-5
2. Bryce Keim/Javi Casasolas (WOF) def. Benjamin Wayand/Ignasi de Rueda (CHA) 7-5
3. Sam Rice/Oriol Puig Forne (CHA) def. Diego Losada/Lucas Cerbelli (WOF) 7-6

Match Notes:
Wofford 7-12
Charlotte 10-14
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (6,1,2)